
"Step Sheet: Constructing a Concept Map Using
Microsoft Word"

1. Open a new Word document.
2. From the Insert menu, choose Text box.
3. Click and drag anywhere on the screen to create a text box.  Try

something about one inch square.
4. Enter one of the terms in the box.
5. Repeat steps 2-4 for the remaining boxes.
6. You can shade or highlight any box by clicking on the box.  The

outline shades so you know it�s the active box.
To shade or fill the box, from the View menu choose Toolbars, then
Drawing to display the Drawing toolbar.

7. Selecting the �bucket� icon fills your text box with the color of your
choice (use the small arrow next to the icon to select colors).

8. Selecting the �pen� icon allows you to color the outline of the text
box.

9. Selecting the straight �A� icon allows you to select the text color
within the box.

10. Selecting the shaded 3D box on the drawing toolbar allows you
to create 3D effects with your box.  Here are some of the
selections:

11. When you�re done creating and coloring boxes as needed, you
can grab each box and move it around your document to make a
meaningful map.

12. Select the arrow icon on the Drawing toolbar. Click and drag on
any two places on the screen to place an arrow between any two
boxes.

13. When an arrow is highlighted, you can select the icon with three
arrows  to decide whether you want one head or two on the arrows;



the dotted line icon to style solid or dotted lines; or the thin/thick
line icon to change the thickness of the line.

14. With a line or arrow highlighted, you can also use the pen icon to
change the color of the arrow or line.


